An SEL Skill that was shown and taught to the students was how to identify a problem under "Responsible Decision Making", with that Skill the Clayton Staff and their tribe worked together to create collages using poster boards and magazines. With that lesson the students wrote down their problem and identified on the size of the problem which is small, medium, or a big problem, using the magazines the students cut out the appropriate reaction to represent their emotion to that problem and who they can ask for help to solve that problem. During Reflection time all tribes came together to discuss the SEL Skill!
In the Arts & Humanities component of Hero Quest our Pre-K students learned about how superheroes wear masks to hide their identity, and why must a Superhero need to hide their real self. The Pre-K class created a superhero puppet to help explore being a Superhero and being a normal person. During reflection time each student used their Attentive listening skills to listen to each other talk about their special powers, and also showed their appreciation to one another during reflection time!!!
This month's Clayton Tribe Spotlight goes to Miss Eibeth's 2nd grade tribe "The light of Clayton"

Our amazing Clayton students will never fail to make you smile. It's no wonder that their tribe name fits them so well... We are, "The Light of Clayton!" We love to have fun & be creative! Any chance that we get to show how artistic & smart we are, we'll take it! We want you all to see that we truly, "Shine Bright!"

- Miss Eibeth